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Whole Plan Support/Oppose

I generally agree with the activity proposed for the
Long-Term Plan.

Please select one of the following:

Whole Plan Comments

Please provide any comments.

Quarrying is not mentioned anywhere in the consultation document or additional information (that I
can see). It should be added in the long term plan as it affects both Freshwater Management and Air
Quality. The impacts on quarrying in residential areas are currently being ignored.
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Air Quality Support/Oppose

See page 12 of the Consultation Document.

I generally disagree with the activity proposed for the
Air Quality.

Please select one of the following:

Air Quality Comments

Please provide any comments.

My largest concern is Quarrying and the impact on air quality when quarrys are in residential areas
and as little as 50 metres away from peoples homes. There is very little time given in the long-term
plan to non-domestic emissions under air quality. In the additional information, one of the comments
made in relation to non-domestic emissions is "Buffer zones around some residential areas will be
enforced for outdoor burning". Ecan is essentially wanting to put a in a set back for outdoor burning
which doesn't happen everyday, but is approving quarrying as little as 50 meteres away from peoples
homes, which operate 5 days a week. If we can put a buffer zone in for burn-offs, why not quarries????

We are supposed to be clean green NZ. We have regulations on our log burners to only burn clean
dry wood and not produce smoke and are fined if our chimneys produce smoke. However, in Templeton
we are about to have a large Quarry built close to our homes that will operate for 40 years. Our children
will now breathe in all of the dust that it produces and that really concerns me. There needs to be a
buffer zone of at least 1 km from the quarry to the boundry of your home.
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Freshwater Management Support/Oppose

See page 6 of the Consultation Document.

I generally agree with the activity proposed for
Freshwater Management.

Please select one of the following:

Freshwater Management Comments

Please provide any comments.

Freshwater management is currently the key focus of Ecan which is great! but again, there is no
consideration in the LTP of the impacts of quarrying on our freshwater. We know from those who live
in Yaldhurst that many have had their wells contaminated from quarrying. And if they are able to fill
the quarries with asbestos, surely that would be a concern that it could leak into ground waters. Eg.
the quarry on Hasketts Road has been given consent to put 5% asbestos in it. How do we know that
the 5% is being monitored? How do we know how much asbestos has been put in previous quarries?
How will that affect water and wells? It is a concern. There needs to be more regulation and monitoring.
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